
(Re)Emerging- (Re)Branding
 

And We couldn’t be more pleased to merge 
with that smaller, fresh and innovative 
company AquaDart™. For years AquaDart™ 
has supplied local areas like Yours in Totnes 
and all around the rest of South Hams with 
bottled water of the most distinctive and pure 
taste. We here at FalmouthFlow™ know how 
much people like You love the sparkling oaky 
taste of your local river Dart. So We wouldn’t 
want to change a thing about Your favourite 
flavours. 

Therefore, We decided with the merging of 
our two companies, as with the two 
confluences of our respective water sources, 
to combine the best of our desalinization and 
aqua sanitation technology here at 
FalmouthFlow™, with the more organic, 
rough-hewn and imaginative approaches of 
AquaDart™, to blend a brand new taste for our 
new rebranded bottled water formally just 
FalmouthFlow™, and now relaunching as 
FalmouthFlow incorporating AquaDart™.  

Please w
rite to us at, 

Falm
outhFlow

 Incorporating AquaD
art™

  

Trem
orrough Business Park 

Penbin  

C
ornball 

TR
10 9EZ 

Phone N
o: 01326 370400  

Fax N
o: 01326 3700450 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

SAME GREAT TASTE, 

Brand New Name!™ 
Go Online: 

www.falmouthflow.com 

www.aquadart.co.uk 

 

 



 

Your Comments: 

Please use this empty space to note down 
any comments and feedback You have from 

tasting our new range of bottled water, 
FalmouthFlow Incorporating AquaDart™- 
and remember Same Great Taste, Brand 

New Name!™ 

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

______________________________________ 

 

We want You!

 

Now, to ensure that our new future customers 
like Yourself still receive the best bottled water 
in the South West, and that not a drop is lost 
with the new merger We want to know Your 
comments on how we can keep delivering that 
same great taste to your local area. 

Please help Yourself to a free sample of 
our three different bottled waters: 
-Falmouth Flow™ 
-AquaDart™ 
 
And now:  
-FalmouthFlow Incorporating 
AquaDart™ 
 
Why not also ask our lovely FalmouthFlow 
ladies for a taste of our  
FalmouthFlow Incorporating AquaDart 
MOISTURE™ 
energyprobioticaminoacidneverplaciddrink 
trial taster- coming soon! 
Go on- Feel That Flow!™ 

 

 

...We haven’t changed a drop. Only 
our brand name- and what’s in a 
name..? 

That which we call Water, 

By any other brand wouldn’t taste as 
sweet! 

With the recent economic recession, 
We here at FalmouthFlow™ had a 
rethink about our companies future. 
We decided that You should still 
deserve the best quality of bottled 
water sourced in the South West; 
and if that should mean a merger 
with another, smaller but 
nonetheless fresh and innovative 
company in order for Us both to 
survive, then why not?  

Together we’re stronger. 


